INVESTIGATION REPORT – Team 1
Investigation Site

Bramfield, Sally Rainbow’s Dell and Tewin, St Peter

Investigation Date

8th July 2011

Report By

Andrew Fazekas

Team Members

Andy F, Trevor

Bramfield - Sally Rainbow’s Dell
General
Trevor lived the early part of his life near to where bombs had been dropped during the war, where
planes were trying to hit RAF stations, so was used to seeing small dells, he was quite taken back by
the size of this one.
Ambient Sounds: Aeroplane flying over head during first vigil. Branches and twigs snapping after
being stepped on by member moving during vigil, one while investigating EMF activity. Music from a
nearby location during second vigil

Pre-Vigil
Trevor noted that there was very little power lines leading up to the Dell, but the area was relatively old
as there were very large oak trees lining the path. Trevor slid down into one part of the Dell only to find
it full of stinging nettles, whilst Andy and Bill skirted the perimeter to see the extent of the wire fence
in place. Andy and Trevor found an easier entrance into the Dell and set up.

Vigil 1: In the Dell – 21:30 to 22:00
For the positions of the team members see the plan on the next page.
21:30 Andy takes an EMF reading that shows no activity and a temperature reading of +13.6ºC.
21:35 Trevor noted that apart from the external noise, i.e. peacocks and overhead aeroplanes, it was
very still and quiet.
21:39 Andy hear the sound of a wild animals nearby and observes a breeze blowing through the trees.
21:44 Andy has a sensation that something is coming towards him.
21:48 Trevor noted a strange noise from behind him, sounded like a ‘whoop whoop’.
Andy hears an unexplained sound behind him followed by the sound of someone or something
whistling.
21:53 Trevor observes that Andy’s KII meter flickers, Trevor caught this out of the corner of his eye,
so moves his KII meter over to the area that Andy is in. Andy has not observed this as he was
looking elsewhere.
21:56 Trevor observes that Andy’s KII meter flickers again.
21:56 Andy observes his EMF meter spike up to 2.5mg.
21:57 Trevor’s KII meter flickers but only on the orange lights.
21:59 Andy and Trevor try some EVP work.
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Post-Vigil
Trevor notes that it did seem a pity that as usual things start to happen at the end of vigils, and both
Trevor and Andy would have liked to have stayed longer.

Vigil 2: Top of Dell – 22:10 to 22:40
Andy and Trevor have
moved to the top of the Dell
close to a large hole where
Andy has placed his KII
EMF
meter.
For
the
positions of the team
members see the plan on the
right.
22:10 Trevor sets up along
the top of the Dell,
notes that it is
considerably
more
breezy, plus there
seems to be a concert
or party going on
locally.
22:17 Andy
takes
a
temperature reading
of +15ºC.
22:20 Trevor has noted
erratic breaking of
twigs and scrunching
of leaves coming
from the woods
behind him and is
almost sure this is
due to local wildlife.
22:30 Trevor checks EMF and KII but no hits.

Post-Vigil
As Trevor and Marion were walking back to the cars, Marion felt something, she stopped made a note
of the time and place then they continued.
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Tewin, St Peter’s Church
Pre-Vigil
Due to the team not being able to access the churchyard of St Peters at Tewin by the public footpath,
the team had to access it by the main road. Once in the churchyard, Andy and Trevor elected to do a
vigil outside the churchyard overlooking the site of the now long gone manor house.

Vigil 1: Fence Overlooking Field – 00:10 to 00:30
For the positions of the team members see the plan below.
This vigil was a complete disaster. Trevor and Andy could not get near to the site because of horses in
the field; every time they tried to put any meters on the fence the horses would investigate the team.
Trevor and Andy did some EVP work, but were aware that other members of the team were not far
away, so it was more of a hushed voice. Throughout much of the vigil the team was under observation
from a black horse that came over and stood in front of the team staring at them.

Post-Investigation
Andy has recorded no paranormal activity on his audio or photographic images, apart from what could
be a rod but is most likely to be a fast moving insect.
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Equipment List
Andy

Digital Camera: Panasonic Lumix DMC-FS15
Digital Camcorder: Sony DCR-DVD306E
Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus VN-480PC
Dictaphone: Sanyo TRC-525M
EMF meter: K-II
Digital Infrared Thermometer: IR-102
Digital Compass/Altimeter/Thermometer: WS110
Laser Matrix Pen
Notepad, pen, torch and watch

Trevor

Digital Camera: Kodak Easyshare C713
Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus VN-3500PC
EMF Detector: Lutron 822A
EMF Meter: K-II
Notepad, pen, torch and watch
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